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Human vision is organized in discrete processing episodes (e.g., eye fixations or task-
steps). Object information must be transmitted across episodes to enable episodic
short-term recognition: recognizing whether a current object has been seen in a previous
episode. We ask whether episodic short-term recognition presupposes that objects
have been encoded into capacity-limited visual working memory (VWM), which retains
visual information for report. Alternatively, it could rely on the activation of visual features
or categories that occurs before encoding into VWM. We assessed the dependence
of episodic short-term recognition on VWM by a new paradigm combining letter report
and probe recognition. Participants viewed displays of 10 letters and reported as many
as possible after a retention interval (whole report). Next, participants viewed a probe
letter and indicated whether it had been one of the 10 letters (probe recognition). In
Experiment 1, probe recognition was more accurate for letters that had been encoded
into VWM (reported letters) compared with non-encoded letters (non-reported letters).
Interestingly, those letters that participants reported in their whole report had been near
to one another within the letter displays. This suggests that the encoding into VWM
proceeded in a spatially clustered manner. In Experiment 2, participants reported only
one of 10 letters (partial report) and probes either referred to this letter, to letters that
had been near to it, or far from it. Probe recognition was more accurate for near than
for far letters, although none of these letters had to be reported. These findings indicate
that episodic short-term recognition is constrained to a small number of simultaneously
presented objects that have been encoded into VWM.
Keywords: visual working memory, visual attention, episodic memory, object recognition, short-term memory
INTRODUCTION
Visual information processing is organized in discrete episodes. This is most evident from the fact
that the uptake of visual information is largely limited to eye fixations, discrete periods of stable
eye position that are interrupted by fast saccadic eye movements (e.g., Krock and Moore, 2015).
However, on a greater time scale, processing episodes can also be defined by steps of sensorimotor
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actions, other task-demands, and changes in the visual
environment (Petersen et al., 2012; Duncan, 2013; Schneider,
2013; Herwig, 2015; Poth et al., 2015; Poth and Schneider,
2016). To remain oriented in time and space and to act guided
by vision, visual information from consecutive processing
episodes must be linked. This is particularly evident from tasks
requiring to recognize that objects (or subjects) have been viewed
recently (e.g., Sternberg, 1966; Wickelgren, 1970; Kahana and
Sekuler, 2002; Zhou et al., 2004; Donkin and Nosofsky, 2012).
For example, imagine you are standing at a busy inner-city
intersection and someone shows you a picture of a dog that
just went missing and asks if you have seen it. To answer this
question, you must be able to recognize if the dog appeared in
one of the many recent processing episodes that consisted of
your eye fixations, steps of your actions, and periods of cars
passing by. Such tasks require episodic short-term recognition:
the cognitive function of recognizing whether a now-present
object has been contained in a recently passed visual processing
episode1 (cf. Kahana and Sekuler, 2002; Zhou et al., 2004; Donkin
and Nosofsky, 2012).
How is episodic short-term recognition accomplished? What
are its underlying mechanisms? First of all, to recognize that an
object has been present before, the object must be represented
internally. Several views on visual processing posit that initially,
objects are represented by activating their corresponding feature
or category representations in visual long-term memory (Cowan,
1988; Bundesen, 1990; Henderson, 1994; Henderson and Anes,
1994; Eriksson et al., 2015; cf. Oberauer, 2002; LaRocque
et al., 2014; for a more general overview, see Palmeri and
Tarr, 2008). These representations code for visual features and
categories of objects that have been acquired through past visual
experience and are often called visual types (e.g., Kanwisher,
1987; Kahneman et al., 1992; although other terms are in use
as well, e.g., Duncan and Humphreys, 1989; Bundesen, 1990).
Visual types represent objects in a multidimensional feature and
category space and they may also represent exemplars of certain
objects (cf. Kahana and Sekuler, 2002; Nosofsky et al., 2011;
Donkin and Nosofsky, 2012).
Critically, activating an object’s visual type (feature, category)
is only considered an initial step of processing (Duncan and
Humphreys, 1989; Bundesen, 1990; Bundesen et al., 2005;
Kyllingsbæk, 2014). This activation does neither suffice to act
upon the object nor to consciously perceive the object in the
sense that it can be reported. Importantly, the activation is “pre-
attentive” in the sense of being unselective: it proceeds likewise for
all objects in the visual field (or parts of the visual field, depending
on pre-existing spatial biases, Bundesen and Habekost, 2008,
p. 117, and retinal inhomogeneity, Strasburger et al., 2011).
That is, it proceeds before mechanisms of visual attention select
task-relevant objects for further processing at the expense of task-
irrelevant ones (e.g., Duncan and Humphreys, 1989; Bundesen,
1Note that the term episodic short-term recognition refers to the described
cognitive function (in the sense of a cognitive task-requirement). In this way,
the concept of episodic short-term recognition does not include any assumptions
about the cognitive mechanisms enabling to fulfill this function (such as for
example, interacting mechanisms of episodic long-term memory or working
memory).
1990; Bundesen et al., 2005; Duncan, 2006; Poth et al., 2014). For
action and report, objects must be attended, processed further,
and eventually encoded into visual working memory (VWM;
Duncan and Humphreys, 1989; Bundesen, 1990; Cowan, 2001;
Bundesen et al., 2005; Schneider, 2013; note that we use VWM
synonymously to the also common term of visual short-term
memory).
Visual working memory consists of a mechanism for retaining
visual object representations accessible over short time-windows
(for reviews, see Luck, 2008; Bundesen et al., 2011; Luck and
Vogel, 2013; LaRocque et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2014). In this way,
VWM may provide an essential basis for further processing these
representations, as recoding them into other representational
formats (e.g., the verbal format) so that they can be retained
and used by non-visual mechanisms of working memory (e.g.,
Logie, 2011). The capacity of VWM is limited so that it can only
hold about three to four objects (e.g., Sperling, 1960; Shibuya
and Bundesen, 1988; Luck and Vogel, 1997; Dyrholm et al.,
2011; Poth et al., 2014; note that capacity is also limited in
the number of object features, Wheeler and Treisman, 2002;
Oberauer and Eichenberger, 2013, and the precision of object
features, Wilken and Ma, 2004; Bays and Husain, 2008). Which
of all available objects are encoded into VWM depends on
selection by visual attention (e.g., Duncan and Humphreys, 1989;
Bundesen, 1990; Bundesen et al., 2005; Duncan, 2006; Poth et al.,
2014). Because of the limited capacity of VWM, all visually
available objects may initially and (pre-attentively) activate visual
types in visual long-term memory, but only a limited number
of objects is (attentively) processed up to the level of VWM
(Duncan and Humphreys, 1989; Bundesen, 1990; Bundesen et al.,
2005). Encoding objects into VWM is a core requirement of
visually controlled behavior, because objects can only be reported
and used for action when they are represented in VWM (Duncan
and Humphreys, 1989; Bundesen, 1990; Bundesen et al., 2005).
This paper focuses on the open question of whether encoding into
VWM is also necessary for episodic short-term recognition.
Episodic short-term recognition requires comparisons of
object representations of a recently preceding processing episode
with representations of objects of the current episode. This can
be conceptualized as a decision process (e.g., Pearson et al.,
2014) which is driven by the degree of similarity between
these two kinds of representations (e.g., Ratcliff, 1978; Donkin
and Nosofsky, 2012; cf. Kahana and Sekuler, 2002). Two rival
hypotheses can be advanced regarding the role of VWM in
this comparison process (based on the literature covered above).
According to the VWM-encoding hypothesis, episodic short-
term recognition of an object from a previous episode requires
that the object has been encoded into VWM. Consequently,
objects that have not been processed up to the level of VWM
cannot be used for episodic short-term recognition. Alternatively,
the type-activation hypothesis states that episodic short-term
recognition is also possible for objects which have not been
encoded into VWM but whose mere presentation has activated
their visual types in visual long-term memory. This means that
episodic short-term recognition is possible for all external objects
that have been visually available within recent eye fixations. In
such a case, activations of visual types could extend into the
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next processing episode. These remaining activations could be
matched against activations elicited by objects of this episode.
A resulting signal could then allow the comparison of object
representations from the previous episode and from the actual
environment underlying episodic short-term recognition (e.g.,
Ratcliff, 1978; Donkin and Nosofsky, 2012). Such a mechanism
could be similar to mechanisms assumed to produce attention-
independent priming effects, where the presentation of objects
facilitates their subsequent object recognition (e.g., Kahneman
et al., 1992; Henderson, 1994; Henderson and Anes, 1994; Jensen
and Lisman, 1998) or affects motor responses to other stimuli
(even if the objects are not discriminable, Klotz and Neumann,
1999, and hence not in VWM, Bundesen, 1990).
Here, we aimed at deciding between the two hypotheses.
In two experiments, we asked whether episodic short-term
recognition of an object requires that this object has previously
been encoded into capacity-limited VWM. To approach this
question, we introduced a new paradigm combining letter report
with probe recognition.
EXPERIMENT 1
In Experiment 1, participants performed a whole report task
(e.g., Sperling, 1960; Shibuya and Bundesen, 1988) which was
combined with a probe recognition task. They briefly viewed
displays of to-be-memorized letters (memory letters) and then,
after a retention interval, reported as many letters as they could.
The retention interval outlasted early sensory memory (e.g.,
Sperling, 1960; Phillips, 1974; Irwin and Thomas, 2008) so that
letter reports should have required retention in VWM (followed
by a recoding into a verbal format on which the actual report
was based, e.g., Logie, 2011; Baddeley, 2012). Memory letters
were always 10 different ones, exceeding VWM capacity and
thus ensuring participants could never report all letters (Sperling,
1960; Shibuya and Bundesen, 1988). After reporting the letters, a
single probe letter appeared within the same trial and participants
indicated whether or not the probe had been shown as one of the
previous memory letters. Importantly, the probe was either one
of the memory letters and reported (reported condition), or one
of the memory letters but not reported (non-reported condition),
or it was a letter not contained in the set of memory letters (not
shown condition).
Here, episodic short-term recognition was assessed as
performance in probe recognition, that is, in indicating whether
or not the probe letter had been shown as one of the memory
letters. Which memory letters were encoded into VWM was
assessed by preceding letter reports. Since VWM is defined by the
accessibility of its content (e.g., Bundesen, 1990; Bundesen et al.,
2005; Schneider, 2013; but see, Soto et al., 2011), reported letters
must have been in VWM by definition. Following a number of
theories (e.g., Bundesen, 1990; Bundesen et al., 2005; Martens
and Wyble, 2010; Schneider, 2013), we assume that letters which
were not reported did not enter VWM. Consequently, the
VWM-encoding hypothesis predicts higher probe recognition
performance in the reported than in the non-reported and not
shown conditions. In contrast, no such performance differences
are expected based on the type-activation hypothesis. According
to this hypothesis, performance should be equal in the reported
and non-reported conditions. More specifically, episodic short-
term recognition should be possible for all presented memory
letters, irrespective of their encoding into VWM. That is because
all presented memory letters should have activated their visual
types in visual long-term memory as part of the initial processing
of the letters (e.g., Duncan and Humphreys, 1989; Bundesen,
1990; Bundesen et al., 2005; Kyllingsbæk, 2014; see above).
Besides testing these hypotheses, Experiment 1 explored whether
memory letters in the whole report task were encoded in a
spatially clustered manner. That is, whether letters in close
spatial proximity were encoded with preference over letters
that were farther apart. Such a spatial clustering may reveal




Fourteen participants were paid to take part in the experiment.
They were between 18 and 30 years old (Mdn = 20 years),
nine were male, five female, 13 were right-handed and
one left-handed, and all reported normal or corrected-to-
normal visual acuity and color vision. All participants gave
written informed consent before performing the experiments
that were conducted according with the ethical standards of
the German Psychological Association (Deutsche Gesellschaft
für Psychologie, DGPs), and were approved by Bielefeld
University’s ethics committee. One additional participant was
excluded from data analysis because of an experimentation
error.
Apparatus and Stimuli
The experiment took place in a dimly lit room. Stimuli were
presented on a 19′′ CRT-screen (Trinitron MultiScan G420,
Sony, Park Ridge, NJ, using a graphics card of type Quadro
NVS 290, NVIDIA, Santa Clara, CA, USA) with a refresh
rate of 85 Hz and a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels at
physical dimensions of 36 cm × 27 cm. The participant’s head
was stabilized by a chin rest positioned 71.8 cm from the
screen. Responses were collected using a standard computer
keyboard with German layout. Labels indicating “yes” (by the
German word “Ja”) and “no” (by the German word “Nein”)
were placed above the F1 and F9 keys of the keyboard.
The experiment was controlled by the Psychophysics Toolbox
3.0.12 extension (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997; Kleiner et al.,
2007) for MATLAB R2013b (The MathWorks, Natick, MA,
USA).
A MAVOLUX-digital luminance meter (Gossen, Nuremberg,
Germany) was used to measure stimulus luminance. Black letter
stimuli (0.32◦ of visual angle × 0.48◦; < 1 cd × m−2) from
the set [ABDEFGHJKLMNOPRSTVXZ] (this set of letters was
chosen to avoid highly confusable letters, as e.g., by Poth et al.,
2015) were located equally spaced on an imaginary circle with a
radius of 2◦ around screen center. Fixation cross (0.32◦ × 0.32◦)
and response screen text were white (108 cd × m−2). The
response screen showed the German text “Buchstaben?”, which
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means “Letters?” in English. Stimuli were shown against a gray
background (21 cd×m−2).
Procedure and Design
Before the experiment, participants read instructions on the
screen and reported them to the experimenter in their own
words. The experimenter repeated the instructions again, if
participants had reported them incorrectly. Figure 1 illustrates
the experimental paradigm. Participants initiated each trial by
pressing the space-bar. In the beginning of a trial, a fixation
cross was shown for 400 ms. Next, 10 memory letters were
presented for 200 ms. The letters were randomly drawn without
replacement from the set of used letters. The memory letters
were followed by a blank interstimulus interval (ISI) lasting
for 1000 ms (this duration ensures that early sensory (iconic)
memory representations of the letters have been decayed, e.g.,
Sperling, 1960; Phillips, 1974; Irwin and Thomas, 2008), after
which a response screen prompted participants to enter letters.
Participants should report as many from the preceding memory
letters as they could (without being required to report as many
as 10 letters). A maximum of 10 letters could be entered
(but this never happened). After confirming that they had
finished reporting letters by pressing the enter-key, another ISI
of 94 ms followed. Then a single probe letter was presented.
Participants indicated whether or not this probe was one of
the preceding memory letters by pressing the F1 or F9 key,
respectively.
The probe was manipulated in three conditions of a within-
subjects design. In the reported condition, the probe was
randomly chosen from the letters which were shown and reported
by the participant on this trial. In the non-reported condition, the
probe was one of the letters that were shown on this trial but that
the participant did not report. In both of these two conditions,
probes appeared at their locations in the display of the memory
letters. In the not shown condition, the probe was randomly
chosen from the set of all letters excluding the memory letters
of the trial (irrespective of whether participants had entered
these letters). In this condition, the probe appeared at a random
location.
Participants performed three blocks of 100 trials, each
comprising 25 trials of the reported, 25 trials of the non-reported,
and 50 trials of the not shown condition. Twice as many trials of
the not shown as of the other two conditions were included to
equate the number of trials in which a previously shown (correct
answer “yes”) or a not shown letter (correct answer “no”) was
probed. Within each block, trials of the three conditions were
administered in random order. Participants performed twelve
training trials prior to the experiment.
Results and Discussion
A significance criterion of p < 0.05 was used for all statistical
analyses. Performance in the three conditions was compared
using one-way repeated-measures analyses of variance with type
II sums-of-squares for which η2G (Bakeman, 2005) is reported
as effect size. Where the assumption of sphericity was violated,
p-values are based on Greenhouse–Geisser-corrected degrees
of freedom and the correction factor ε is reported alongside
the uncorrected degrees of freedom. Paired t-tests (two-tailed)
with Bonferroni-corrected p-values (pB) were used for pairwise
comparisons for which dz (Cohen, 1988) is reported as effect
size. These t-tests were supplemented with corresponding Bayes
factors (BF; Rouder et al., 2009), of which values greater one
favor the null hypothesis and values smaller one favor the
alternative hypothesis. All analyses were performed using R
(3.0.3; R Development Core Team, 2016).
A total of 3.3% of all trials were discarded before analysis
because either, (1) none of the memory letters was reported
(0.57%), or (2) duplicate letters were contained in the letter report
(2.76%).
Letter Report Performance
Letter report performance was assessed as participants’ mean
number of correctly reported letters, that is, for each
individual participant the mean number of typed-in
letters matching one of the memory letters across trials.
There were no significant differences regarding letter report
performance in the three conditions, F(2,26) = 2.231, p = 0.128,
η2G = 0.002. In addition, mean letter report performance was
in the range of three to four letters in all three conditions
(reported: M = 3.62, SD = 0.59, min = 2.41, max = 4.60;
non-reported: M = 3.56, SD= 0.61, min= 2.35, max= 4.41; not
shown: M = 3.56, SD= 0.59, min= 2.44, max= 4.5), consistent
with previous estimates of VWM capacity in letter report tasks
(Sperling, 1960; Shibuya and Bundesen, 1988).
Spatial Clustering of Reported Letters
Whether letters were encoded into VWM in a spatially clustered
manner was assessed as follows. For each trial, the extent to which
reported letters were spatially clustered within the original display
of memory letters (i.e., their spatial proximity in this display) was
quantified. The data was collapsed across conditions, since trials
in the three conditions did not differ until after letters had been
reported. Each correctly reported letter was selected for one step
of the analysis. For this selected letter, it was determined whether
or not the memory letters at the 10 positions relative to it were
correctly reported (Figure 2A). This must be always the case for
relative position zero, as this is the position of the selected letter
itself. The procedure resulted in a matrix with the dimensions
number of reported letters (rows)× 10 letter positions (columns)
and with entries coding for whether or not a given letter has been
reported. Now, spatial clustering of letter reports was assessed as
the proportions of reported letters for each letter position (i.e.,
for each column) across all reported letters (i.e., across all rows).
If participants reported letters in a spatially random manner,
then these proportions should be equal with the exception of
a proportion of 1 for the selected letters (see Figure 2B for a
computer simulation). In contrast, spatial clustering in encoding
letters would become manifest in higher proportions for letters at
positions more proximal compared with positions more distant
to the selected letter (Figure 2C for a computer simulation). Note
that these analyses require that the number of presented letters
clearly exceeds participants’ VWM capacity because otherwise
there would be no clear differences between proportions. This
condition is assumed to be met because participants reported
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FIGURE 1 | Experimental paradigm of Experiment 1. On each trial, participants fixated a fixation cross after which 10 memory letters were shown. After an
interstimulus interval (ISI), a response screen appeared (showing the text “Buchstaben?” instead of the here stated translation “Letters?”) and lasted until participants
indicated that they finished reporting as many memory letters as they could (whole report task). After another ISI a single probe letter was presented. Participants
then indicated whether or not the probe was one of the memory letters (probe recognition task). Probes have been either both, contained in the set of memory
letters and reported (reported condition), or contained but not reported (non-reported condition), or they have not been contained (not shown condition).
between three and four of the 10 presented letters (see the letter
report performance above).
As can be seen in Figure 2D, the mean proportions of
reported letters monotonically decreased with increasing distance
to selected letters and this pattern was present in all participants.
Page’s trend test was used to test whether monotonic decreases
from closer to more distant positions were statistically significant.
To this end, Page’s trend test was applied to the participants’
proportions at relative positions −1 to −4 and, separately, at
relative positions 1 to 5 (Figure 2A). Results revealed monotonic
decreases for both of these subsets of the data, locations −1 to
−4: L = 420, p < 0.001, locations 1 to 5: L = 768, p < 0.001 (and
these monotonic decreases were present in all of the three blocks
of trials, all Ls >= 420, all ps < 0.001).
Selective encoding of letters into VWM was not spatially
random. Instead, all participants encoded subsets of the memory
letters into VWM that were in close spatial proximity in the
letter display. This spatial clustering may reflect an attentional
encoding strategy. Participants learned over trials that always
more memory letters were shown than they could report. Thus,
participants learned they had to select subsets of the memory
letters for report. Spatial clustering may be a means to accomplish
such a selection from equally task-relevant objects by restricting
encoding to objects in close spatial proximity. In this way, spatial
clustering may reflect the distribution of spatial attention (e.g.,
Posner, 1980; Bundesen, 1990), which in this specific case selects
objects at or close to a strategically and internally specified
location.
Probe Recognition Performance
Probe recognition performance was assessed as the proportion of
trials on which probe letters were correctly recognized as having
been shown or not shown on the trial. Figure 3 depicts the
participants’ probe recognition performance, both at the sample
and individual level. Probe recognition performance differed
significantly between the three conditions, F(2,26) = 44.912,
ε= 0.522, p< 0.001, η2G = 0.771. Probe recognition performance
was significantly higher in the reported (M = 0.96, SD = 0.03)
compared with the non-reported (M = 0.29, SD = 0.19),
t(13) = 12.774, pB < 0.001, dz = 3.41, BF = 8.8 × 10−7,
and the not shown condition (M = 0.74, SD = 0.20),
t(13) = 4.170, pB = 0.003, dz = 1.11, BF = 0.028. Moreover,
performance was significantly lower in the non-reported than
in the not shown condition, t(13) = −4.498, pB = 0.002,
dz = −1.20, BF = 0.016. One-sample t-tests (two-sided)
revealed that performance was significantly below the chance
level of 0.5 in the non-reported condition, t(13) = −4.243,
p < 0.001, BF = 0.025, whereas it was significantly above
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FIGURE 2 | (A) For each correctly reported letter, it was determined whether letters at the 10 relative positions in the display of memory letters were reported as well.
Averaged across all correctly reported letters, this resulted in a proportion of correctly reported letters for each relative position. (B) Simulation of 1000 trials in each
of which three letters were randomly sampled from the display of memory letters. Proportions of correctly reported letters are shown as a function of position relative
to a selected correctly reported letter (averaged across trials). Proportions are approximately equal for all relative positions except for the position of the selected
letter (which must always equal one). (C) Simulation of 1000 trials in each of which three letters were sampled that where next to each other in the display of memory
letters. Proportions monotonically decrease from relative positions closer to selected letters to relative positions farther away from them. (D) For each individual
participant, observed proportions of correctly reported letters as a function of position relative to a selected reported letter (across all correctly reported letters and
averaged over all trials).
chance in the not shown condition, t(13) = 4.589, p < 0.001,
BF = 0.014.
Whether probe recognition depended on how many letters
participants entered for the whole report (irrespective of
whether letters were correct) was assessed as the point-biserial
correlation between the number of entered letters and probe
recognition performance, separately for each participant and
each condition. Values of three participants in the reported
condition had to be excluded from this analysis because probe
recognition was correct in all trials so that no correlation
could be computed. One-sample t-tests (two-sided) indicated
that the correlations of the 11 remaining participants did not
significantly depart from zero in any of the three conditions, all
|ts| (10) < 1.713, all ps > 0.110, all BFs > 1.149.
Probe recognition performance was close to ceiling in the
reported condition but it was substantially lower in the non-
reported and not shown conditions. These findings clearly
argue against the type-activation hypothesis which predicts
equal performance for all presented memory letters and
hence equal performance in the reported and non-reported
condition. Instead, the findings seem to support the VWM-
encoding hypothesis which predicts higher performance in the
reported condition, in which probe letters were encoded into
VWM. However, before arriving at these conclusions, several
issues should be considered. According to the VWM-encoding
hypothesis, performance should have been at chance level in
the non-reported condition but it was below chance level. This
may indicate that participants based their probe responses not
only on the letters they remembered having viewed on this
trial. Rather, they may have partly based their responses on
the letters they remembered having reported on this trial. This
would have biased them away from responding those probes
had been contained in the memory letters when they had not
reported the letters of these probes. This bias might also have
contributed to the above-chance performance in the not shown
condition. Besides biasing responses, reporting the letters itself
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FIGURE 3 | Mean probe recognition performance (proportions of correct responses to probe letters) in Experiment 1 across all participants (bars,
left) and for individual participants (colored points, right) in the three conditions. Error-bars indicate ±1 SE for within-subjects designs (Loftus and Masson,
1994). Chance level is indicated by the dashed line.
might also have improved their subsequent episodic short-
term recognition compared to non-reported letters. Similarly,
reporting memory letters might have interfered with retaining
non-reported letters. In addition, reporting the letters may have
prolonged the interval that the non-reported letters had to be
retained. In all of these cases, letters that were inaccessible for
report might have been available for later episodic short-term
recognition if intervening report requirements were controlled
for. Therefore, the aim of Experiment 2 was to control for
all effects reporting letters might have on probe recognition
performance.
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 was designed to investigate episodic short-term
recognition performance for letters that were more likely to be
encoded into VWM compared with letters whose encoding was
less likely. To manipulate the likelihood of encoding specific
letters into VWM, we made use of the spatial clustering of VWM
encoding found in Experiment 1. Participants briefly viewed a
display of 10 letters in which a colored frame identified one letter
as report-target and frames in a different color identified the nine
other letters as non-targets regarding report. Participants’ task
was to report the single report-target after a retention interval.
After reporting, a single probe letter was shown and participants
were to indicate whether or not it had been presented as one of
the preceding letters (Figure 4). There were three conditions. In
the report-target condition, the probe tested recognition of the
report-target. In the near non-target condition, the probe tested
recognition of a letter that has been located directly beside the
report-target. In the far non-target condition, the probe tested
recognition of a letter that has been located far away from the
report-target, on the other side of the letter display.
The report-target has to be encoded into VWM, in order to
be accessible for being reported (e.g., Bundesen, 1990; Bundesen
et al., 2005; Schneider, 2013). Because of the spatial clustering of
letter reports in Experiment 1, we assumed that while participants
aimed at encoding the report-target, they were more likely to
encode near non-targets selectively compared with far non-
targets. This is compatible with the view that spatial attention
was primarily directed at the report-target (e.g., Kim and Cave,
1995; Gaspelin et al., 2015), but was secondarily directed more
at near non-targets than at far non-targets or was secondarily
directed at near non-targets only. According to the VWM-
encoding hypothesis, probe recognition performance should be
highest for report-targets, followed by near non-targets, and
lowest for far non-targets because of their lowest likelihood of
being encoded into VWM. In contrast, according to the type-
activation hypothesis probe recognition performance should
be equal for all presented letters and thus equal in all three
conditions. Importantly, the near and far non-targets were not
subject to report requirements.
Method
Participants
Ten paid participants took part in Experiment 2. They were
between 22 and 30 years old (Mdn= 25). Four of them were male,
six female, nine were right, and one left-handed. All participants
reported normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and color
vision. They gave written informed consent before performing
the experiments that were conducted according to the ethical
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FIGURE 4 | Experimental paradigm of Experiment 2. In the beginning of each trial, a fixation cross was shown, after which a display of letters appeared. Each
letter was located inside a red or green square. One square differed in its color from the others indicating the report-target, which was to be reported when a
response screen appeared after an ISI. Letters in squares of the other color were not to be reported (non-targets). After another ISI, a single probe letter was shown.
Then, participants indicated whether or not this probe has been shown as part of the letter display in this trial. The probe either (1) tested the report-target (i.e., was
shown at its position and either matched it or had not been presented on this trial; report-target condition), (2) or it tested one of the letters flanking the report-target
(near non-target condition), or (3) it tested one of the two letters opposite to the letters flanking the report-target (far non-target condition).
standards of the German Psychological Association (DGPs), and
were approved by Bielefeld University’s ethics committee.
Apparatus and Stimuli
The apparatus and experimental setup of Experiment 2 were the
same as those of Experiment 1. The stimuli of Experiment 2 were
identical to those of Experiment 1 with the following exceptions.
All letters were placed inside a square frame (0.72◦ × 0.72◦).
Frames of the nine non-targets were either all red (20 cd ×m−2;
RGB: 255, 0, 0) or green (76 cd × m−2; RGB: 0, 255, 0). The
frame of the report-target was in the other color (i.e., green
when the others were red or red when the others were green).
The colors of report-target and non-targets remained the same
throughout the experiment. Whether red or green indicated the
report-target was counterbalanced across the sample. The text of
the response screen was identical to that in Experiment 1, except
that it prompted participants to enter only one instead of several
letters (by the German text “Buchstabe?”, which means “Letter?”
in English).
Procedure and Design
As illustrated in Figure 4, the experimental paradigm of
Experiment 2 was identical to that of Experiment 1 except for
the following aspects. Instead of all 10 letters, participants were
to report only the one report-target (partial report). On each
trial, the position of the report-target was randomly chosen.
No confirmation of this report was required, instead the trial
proceeded as soon as a letter-key had been pressed. As in
Experiment 1, at the end of each trial a single probe letter was
shown and participants were required to indicate whether or not
it was shown within the letter display of this trial. Participants
performed three conditions of a within-subjects design. In the
report-target condition, the probe appeared at the location of the
report-target and either matched the report-target or consisted
in a letter not presented on this trial. In the near non-target
condition, the probe appeared at the location of one of the two
letters that flanked the report-target and either matched this letter
or had not been presented on this trial. In the far non-target
condition, the probe appeared at the location of one of the two
letters opposite to the two flanking letters, on the other side of the
letter display than the report-target and either matched this letter
or had not been shown on this trial.
Participants performed four blocks of 72 trials each
comprising 24 trials of the report-target, near non-target,
and far non-target condition. For the two non-target conditions,
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probes appeared equally often at positions in clockwise or
counter-clockwise direction of the report-target. In each of the
three conditions and for each possible probe location, trials
with probes matching the former letter at the probe’s location
(correct answer “yes”) and probes not shown (correct answer
“no”) occurred equally often. Participants performed 24 training
trials prior to the experiment.
Results and Discussion
The same statistical procedures were used as in Experiment
1. Two trials were excluded from analysis because participants
entered more than one letter in their letter report (which
could happen only if participants pressed two keys close to
simultaneously). Whether report-targets were in red or green
frames did not interact with any of the below described
dependent variables, all Fs < 1.64, all ps > 0.227 (revealed by
a repeated-measures ANOVA with type III sums-of-squares).
Therefore, data of participants with report-targets in red and
green frames was collapsed for the following analyses.
Letter Report Performance
Letter report performance was assessed as participants’
proportion of trials on which the report-target was correctly
reported. Unsurprisingly, there were no significant differences
between letter report performance in the three experimental
probe conditions (report-target condition: M = 0.94, SD = 0.07;
near non-target condition: M = 0.94, SD = 0.06; far non-
target condition: M = 0.93, SD = 0.07), F(2,18) = 0.545,
p = 0.589, η2G < 0.004. In addition, Friedman’s test was applied,
because the assumption of normal distribution of the repeated-
measures analysis of variance was not met. This test yielded a
non-significant effect as well, χ2(2)= 1.316, p= 0.518.
Participants’ letter report performance did not differ reliably
between the three conditions. Participants achieved close-to-
ceiling performance in all three conditions, as could be expected
since only one letter had to be reported which should not
touch the capacity limit of VWM (Sperling, 1960; Shibuya and
Bundesen, 1988).
Probe Recognition Performance
Different from Experiment 1, each condition contained trials
in which probes did and trials in which probes did not
match the letters they referred to. Therefore, probe recognition
performance could be quantified as d’, the difference between the
z-transformed rate of correct responses to probes shown on this
trial, z(“hit rate”), and the z-transformed rate of false responses
to probes not shown on this trial, z(“false alarm rate”; for an
overview, see Macmillan and Creelman, 2005). Performance at
chance level leads to a d’ of zero and close to perfect performance
to values of 4.65 (or higher and 0.5 was added to all data cells
on which hit and false alarm rates were based to avoid infinite
values for d’, Macmillan and Creelman, 2005, pp. 8–9,). To
facilitate comparison with the results of Experiment 1, in Table 1
we also report the probe recognition performance assessed as
the proportion of trials on which probe letters were correctly
recognized as having been shown or not shown on the trial.
Figure 5 depicts participants’ probe recognition performance
in the three conditions at the sample and individual level.
Performance differed significantly between the three conditions,
F(2, 18)= 86.859, p< .001, η2G = 0.824. That is, performance was
significantly higher in the report-target (M = 2.30, SD = 0.63)
compared with the near non-target (M = 0.58, SD = 0.43),
t(9) = 10.562, pB < 0.001, dz = 3.34, BF = 1.3 × 10−4, and
far non-target condition (M = 0.03, SD = 0.27), t(9) = 10.770
pB < 0.001, dz = 3.41, BF = 1.2 × 10−4. Performance was
also significantly higher in the near than in the far non-target
condition, t(9) = 3.435, pB = 0.022, dz = 1.09, BF = 0.127. This
data pattern was present in all except two participants whose
performance was slightly higher in the far compared with the
near non-target condition (Figure 5, right). In addition, two one-
sample t-tests revealed that performance was significantly above
chance in the near non-target condition, t(9) = 4.262, p = 0.002,
BF = 0.045, but did not differ from chance level (i.e., a d’ of
zero) in the far non-target condition, t(9) = 0.335, p > 0.745,
BF = 3.086.
Probe recognition performance was highest when the probe
letter tested the former report-target which had been encoded
into VWM, as evident from the near-ceiling performance in
reporting its identity. Importantly, performance was higher for
near non-targets than for far non-targets. This indicates that
episodic short-term recognition was better for letters that were
more likely to be encoded into VWM compared with letters less
likely to be encoded (given that encoding into VWM seems to
proceed in a spatially clustered manner, see Experiment 1). In
fact, performance for far non-targets was at chance level which
suggests that episodic short-term recognition was not possible
for these letters. Furthermore, Experiment 2 controlled for
potential alternative explanations of the findings of Experiment 1.
These alternative explanations stated that differences between the
conditions did not stem from whether letters were encoded into
VWM but from whether letters were reported. In Experiment
TABLE 1 | Probe recognition performance in the three conditions of Experiment 2 assessed as the proportion of correct responses to the probe.
M (SD) vs. report-target vs. near non-target
Report-target 0.79 (0.09) – –
Near non-target 0.61 (0.08) t(9) = −6.515, pB < 0.001,
dz = −2.06, BF = 3.79 × 10−3
–
Far non-target 0.51 (0.05) t(9) = −9.313, pB < 0.001,
dz = −2.94, BF = 3.30 × 10−4
t(9) = −3.451, pB = 0.022,
dz = −1.09, BF = 0.125
Provided are means (M) with standard deviations (SD) in parentheses, and for each of the three conditions (rows), the results of the pairwise comparisons to the other
two conditions (last two columns).
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FIGURE 5 | Mean probe recognition performance (d’) in Experiment 2 across all participants (bars, left) and for individual participants (colored points,
right) in the three conditions. Error-bars indicate ±1 SE for within-subjects designs (Loftus and Masson, 1994). Chance level is indicated by the
dashed line.
2, near and far non-targets both did not have to be reported
and differed only in their distance from the report-target. Hence,
the performance difference between these two conditions cannot
be attributed to effects reporting letters itself might have on
performance. Therefore, we interpret the higher performance for
near non-targets compared with the performance at chance level
for far non-targets as strong evidence for the VWM-encoding
hypothesis. Conversely, we interpret this finding as evidence
against the type-activation hypothesis.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
We investigated whether episodic short-term recognition of
objects from a previous processing episode requires that these
objects have been encoded into VWM. For this purpose, we
introduced a new paradigm combining letter report with probe
recognition. In two experiments, episodic short-term recognition
was assessed as performance in recognizing whether a probe letter
was presented in the preceding letter display of the current trial.
In Experiment 1, probe recognition performance was higher for
letters that had been encoded into VWM compared with letters
that had not been encoded. In Experiment 2, only a single letter
had to be reported in the letter report task. This controlled for
effects reporting letters itself might have on probe recognition.
In Experiment 2, probe recognition performance was higher for
non-target letters that were near to a report-target letter, and
hence more likely to be encoded into VWM, compared with non-
target letters far from the report-target, whose encoding was less
likely. Crucially, this difference in probe recognition refers to
non-target letters which did not have to be reported. Strikingly,
performance was at chance level for letters far from the report-
target which were unlikely to enter VWM. Therefore, we interpret
the present findings as strong evidence for the VWM-encoding
hypothesis which states that episodic short-term recognition
presupposes that visual objects have been encoded into VWM.
Conversely, we interpret these findings as evidence against the
type-activation hypothesis. Note that one might distinguish a
strong form of the type-activation hypothesis, the one that we
have put forward so far, and a weaker form. The strong form
states that episodic short-term recognition can be accomplished
perfectly (at least in principle) for all objects of the current visual
field. In contrast, the weaker form states that episodic short-
term recognition can be accomplished for all objects of the visual
field, but not perfectly, and that recognition performance may
be improved by additional encoding into VWM. The results
of Experiment 2 provide evidence against both forms of the
type-activation hypothesis. The finding that probe recognition
performance was higher for near than for far non-targets argues
against the strong form. The finding that performance was at
chance level in the far non-target condition argues against the
weak form. That is, episodic short-term recognition seemed
impossible in this condition. Thus, taken together, the present
findings indicate that type-activation is not sufficient for later
episodic short-term recognition but that encoding into VWM is
required instead.
Visual Working Memory as a Basis of
Episodic Short-Term Recognition
Encoding an object into VWM seems to be necessary for its later
episodic short-term recognition. This means that the functional
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basis of episodic short-term recognition emerges at a level of
processing after the activation of visual types in visual long-
term memory (e.g., Kanwisher, 1987; Kahneman et al., 1992; cf.
Schneider, 1995) and after visual attention has mediated selective
encoding into VWM (Duncan and Humphreys, 1989; Bundesen,
1990; Bundesen et al., 2005; Schneider, 2013). In the present
study, letters were used as visual objects. After successful visually
based recognition, letters can be processed verbally, which makes
it likely that their episodic short-term recognition also involved
verbal processing in addition to visual processing. However,
because the letters had to be acquired visually, they had to
be encoded into VWM first, before such a verbal processing
could take place. After their encoding into VWM, they may
have been recoded into a verbal format. Such a verbal format
may have provided the advantage of verbal rehearsal by verbal
working memory, which may have prolonged and secured their
retention (e.g., Logie, 2011; Baddeley, 2012). Thus, importantly,
even though episodic short-term recognition may rely on several
different (working) memory mechanisms (such as visual and
verbal ones), encoding into VWM seems to be a necessary
processing step for these mechanisms to operate.
Why may encoding into VWM be necessary for episodic
short-term recognition? Several theories assume that by encoding
into VWM, information about visual objects is transformed into a
special representational state (e.g., Cowan, 1988; Oberauer, 2002;
LaRocque et al., 2014; cf. Olivers et al., 2011). We suggest that
it is this representational state that makes encoding into VWM
a requirement of episodic short-term recognition. Specifically,
we propose that two characteristics of this representational state
are necessary for episodic short-term recognition: binding and
robustness.
Binding means that different visual features of an object are
integrated which yields representations of objects as a whole, with
all their features (e.g., Treisman and Gelade, 1980). The mere
presentation of objects activates visual types (features) in visual
long-term memory but this happens in isolation (cf. Bundesen,
1990; Schneider, 1995). Episodic short-term recognition requires
binding of activated visual types because otherwise objects that
share visual features cannot be distinguished. VWM is assumed
to mark the first level in the course of visual processing at which
the visual types (or features) activated by an object are bound to
integrated object representations (Bundesen, 1990; Luck, 2008;
Schneider, 2013; Kyllingsbæk, 2014). This point is illustrated by
referring to integrated object representations as VWM objects
(Schneider, 2013), which have also been called object files
(Kahneman et al., 1992) and visual tokens (Schneider, 1995). In
sum, the binding of visual types within object representations
in VWM may be one reason for that episodic short-term
recognition requires encoding into VWM.
Robustness means that object representations in VWM
are protected against so-called proactive interference (Keppel
and Underwood, 1962). Proactive interference arises when
the same visual objects occur repeatedly (e.g., Endress and
Potter, 2014). It describes an impairment in recognizing if an
object has been viewed in the very recent past as opposed
to having been encountered before at all (e.g., Endress and
Potter, 2014). Episodic short-term recognition clearly requires
to assess whether an object has been viewed in a recently
passed episode rather than at some unspecified point in the past.
Hence, successful episodic short-term recognition presupposes
that proactive interference is eliminated. Robustness against
proactive interference is assumed to be a hallmark of VWM
representations and providing it is considered a core function of
VWM (Endress and Potter, 2014). Thus, taken together, episodic
short-term recognition may presuppose encoding of objects into
VWM because this might establish representations of objects as
bound units (cf. Luck and Vogel, 1997) which are robust against
proactive interference (cf. Endress and Potter, 2014).
Episodic Short-Term Recognition Might
Be Constrained by an
Encoding-Limitation but Not a
Retention-Limitation of Visual Working
Memory
As we have argued, the present findings indicate that episodic
short-term recognition presupposes encoding into VWM but
this seems to conflict with earlier findings. Specifically, Sternberg
(1966) presented participants with series of up to six digits
followed by a probe digit. Participants indicated whether the
probe was contained in a given series. The six presented digits
exceed the number of about three to four objects that VWM
can hold (e.g., Sperling, 1960; Shibuya and Bundesen, 1988; Luck
and Vogel, 1997). Thus, when the last two digits were shown,
VWM should have already been filled up so that the digits could
not be encoded into VWM. Nevertheless, Sternberg found that
probe recognition performance was close to ceiling even for
six digits. One might attribute this result to the relatively long
presentation durations of digits (1.2 s) that could have allowed
verbal rehearsal (e.g., Sternberg, 1975). However, congruent to
Sternberg’s findings, later experiments revealed high levels of
probe recognition performance for objects that were presented
more briefly and thus difficult to rehearse verbally (Endress and
Potter, 2014). Taken together, these findings are compatible with
the type-activation hypothesis in that they suggest episodic short-
term recognition is possible also for objects that have not reached
VWM.
How may the conflict between the present and Sternberg’s
(1966; cf. Endress and Potter, 2014) findings be resolved? One
solution is provided by Schneider’s (2013) recent “theory of
task-driven visual attention and working memory” (TRAM)
which offers an account of how visual information processing
might be accomplished within and across processing episodes.
According to TRAM, a new processing episode is started with
each onset of visual objects (e.g., after a saccadic eye movement).
A processing episode comprises three phases. Premising upon
Bundesen’s (1990) theory of visual attention (a model of biased
competition, Desimone and Duncan, 1995), TRAM’s first two
phases describe how visual attention mediates selective encoding
of visual objects into capacity-limited VWM. In TRAM’s third
phase, objects that have been encoded into initial activation-
based VWM (i.e., VWM based on persistent neural activity)
are consolidated which results in passive VWM representations
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(which do not require neural activity but may rely on short-
term changes in synaptic connectivity, as reviewed by Eriksson
et al., 2015; Postle, 2015; and Stokes, 2015). Critically, according
to TRAM, the number of passive VWM representations is
not constrained by the traditionally assumed capacity-limitation
of VWM. With this in mind, one may interpret classical
estimates of VWM capacity (Sperling, 1960; Shibuya and
Bundesen, 1988; Luck and Vogel, 1997) as reflecting an
encoding limitation but not a retention limitation. In other
words, classical VWM capacity may constrain the amount of
object information that can be acquired within one processing
episode but not the amount of information that can be
retained across episodes. In Sternberg’s (1966) paradigm, each
of the serially presented digits should have started a new
processing episode. Within each of these episodes, a passive
VWM representation of the digit should have emerged. Probe
recognition should then have been based on a comparison of
these passive VWM representations with actual probe digits
(which could involve retrieving passive representations again
into classical activation-based VWM; Schneider, 2013). In
this vein, episodic short-term recognition becomes possible
for more serially presented objects than classical VWM can
retain. In contrast, TRAM posits that if several objects are
presented simultaneously, as in the present experiments, then
this can reach the encoding limit of VWM. All simultaneously
presented objects are processed within the same processing
episode. Therefore, encoding further objects becomes impossible
if activation-based VWM is filled up. Critically, creating
passive VWM representations of objects presupposes that the
objects have been encoded into VWM. Thus, in a given
processing episode, only as many objects as VWM can hold
can be consolidated into passive VWM representations. As a
consequence, episodic short-term recognition across successive
processing episodes should be limited with respect to the
number of simultaneously shown objects that can be encoded
into VWM. In contrast, episodic short-term recognition should
not be restricted with respect to the number of retained
objects in VWM because this includes also passive VWM
representations that have arisen over the course of several
episodes, as in Sternberg’s experiments. Interestingly, recent
findings might suggest that in such situations of serial object
presentations (RSVP), the capacity of passive VWM can be
extended beyond “magical number four” by eliminating proactive
interference (Endress and Potter, 2014). As an alternative
to consolidation in passive VWM, representations of objects
in classical VWM could also be recoded into a different
representational format (Petersen et al., 2012) which might
then be used for later episodic short-term recognition. The
objects of the present experiments consisted of letters which
may have been recoded into the verbal format (that is open
to verbal rehearsal, e.g., Sternberg, 1975, and may allow
retention by working memory systems dedicated to verbal
information, e.g., Baddeley, 2012). However, since the to-be-
recoded object information is acquired visually, recoding would
still presuppose encoding into VWM (Petersen et al., 2012).
Hence, episodic short-term recognition would still be constrained
by the encoding limitation of VWM but not by a retention limit.
However, testing this hypothesis is left for further experimental
studies.
CONCLUSION
The present study shows that episodic short-term recognition
of objects from previous episodes presupposes that the objects
have been processed up to the level of VWM. In this way, VWM
not only provides bound visual objects for online perception and
action within a processing episode but also paves the way for
episodic short-term recognition across episodes. However, this
also implies that episodic short-term recognition is only possible
for a limited number of simultaneously presented objects due to
the encoding limitation of VWM (Schneider, 2013; cf. Sperling,
1960; Shibuya and Bundesen, 1988; Luck and Vogel, 1997).
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